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Abstract— Vector quantization is one of the most popular compression techniques in the image processing world. 

Vector quantization is one of the lossy image compression techniques. Side match vector Quantization (SMVQ) is a 

typical class of finite state VQ. SMVQ can decrease the bit rate but the encoding visual quality of the image is poor 

because the correlation among neighbouring image blocks is still low. In this paper propose optimized SMVQ.  It 

selects a better coding technique by analyzing encoding visual quality between state codebook and complementary 

state codebook. Optimized Side Match Vector Quantization (OSMVQ) produce a high encoding visual quality of the 

image than Side match vector quantization.   

Keywords— VQ, SMVQ, FASVQ, MSMVQ, OSMVQ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, pictures are wide used for several applications as a really well-liked communication medium. 

pictures continuously would like massive quantity of space for storing and long coordinated universal time as a 

result of the dimensions of the image is sometimes terribly large to scale back the space for storing and speed up 

the coordinated universal time, a great deal of compression techniques, that store and transfer the pictures within 

the compressed kind are planned in past years. 

Generally, the image compression techniques will be classified into 2 categories: lossless and lossy image 

compression techniques. The lossless image compression techniques will recover the initial image utterly. The 

lossy image compression techniques cannot absolutely recover the initial image however the recovered image 

includes a tiny distortion, which cannot have an effect on the understanding of pictures typically. The lossy 

image compression techniques are wide utilized in the compression owing to its high compression rate. Among 

the lossy data compression techniques, Vector Quantization (VQ) [1,2] is one among the foremost well-liked 

information compression techniques within the image and audio process field. It absolutely was planned by 

Linde et al. in 1980 [3] and has become more and more attractive because of its low-bit-rate, simple encoding 

and decoding processes. 

Generally, VQ can be regarded as a mapping function which maps the k-dimensional space Rk into a finite 

subset Y = {Y0, Y1, …, YN − 1}, where Y is called as codebook and Yi = (Yi,0, Yi,1, …, Yi,k − 1) is the ith 

codeword in the codebook Y and N is the size of the codebook Y. 

The conventional VQ solely exploits the correlation among near pixels within a block, however fully ignores 

the correlation among near blocks. thus finite-state VQ [4] (FSVQ) has been projected. It exploits the statistical 

correlation between near blocks to scale back the bit rate (BR) of the compressed image. Side-match VQ [5] 

(SMVQ) could be a typical category of FSVQ and it has been wide utilized in the sector of information activity 

[6–9] recently. SMVQ exploits the correlations between the borders of 2 near blocks to on-line construct a high-

quality and smaller state codebook (SC) in order to scale back the BR. However, the image visual quality of 

SMVQ is usually poor comparison to the standard VQ. To boost the performance of SMVQ, some algorithms 

[10–14] have been planned within the past years. To boost the image encryption visual quality of SMVQ, chang 

and chen [10] planned a variable-rate SMVQ with a block classifier, which predicted the size of SC according to 

the characteristics of the present block.  
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Chen and chang [11] proposed another variable-rate SMVQ algorithm, that used 3 techniques: principle 

element analysis, diagonal blocks and checking and rechecking to boost the visual quality of the image and also 

the encryption time within the reference. chang and chen [12] proposed an adaptative edge-based aspect match 

finite state classified vector quantizer (classified FSVQ) with a quad-tree map, that organized the blocks into 

edge blocks and non-edge blocks to boost the image visual quality. Wei et al. [13] proposed a hierarchical  

three-sided SMVQ that created the SC size as little as possible and improve the prediction quality of edge 

blocks. In 2006, chang and liao [14] utilised the support vector machines (SVMs) to boost the visual quality of 

images compressed by SMVQ. 

Modified Side Match Vector Quantization (MSMVQ) [16] scheme combines indices of VQ and residual 

codebook. It is a powerful low bit rate image compression scheme based on VQ. It is used to improve the 

compression image quality. 

In this paper, we propose a new optimized Side Match Vector Quantization (OSMVQ) technique, which 

exploits the power of complementary SC (CSC) to realize a high image visual quality. By encoding the input 

vectors using CSC, OSMVQ can achieve almost the same encoding visual quality as using the conventional VQ 

with a low BR. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the VQ compression techniques 

and the SMVQ compression techniques in brief. In Section III, we describe the proposed OSMVQ method with 

its encoding and decoding processes in detail. In Section IV, we show the experimental results to verify the 

superiority of the proposed scheme. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Vector Quantization 

In the VQ system, the original image to be encoded is firstly partitioned into k-dimensional non-overlapping 

blocks. Then VQ finds the closest codeword Ybm for current block X from the codebook Y in the encoding 

procedure, where Ybm is found using the following equations 

d(X,Yi) = ‖    ‖
2
 = ∑          

   
   

2      
(1)

 

 

d(X, Ybm) =                          (2) 

 

Where X is the current encoding block, Yi is the ith codeword in the codebook Y and d(X, Yi) is the squared 

Euclidean distance between the current block X and a codeword Yi. The current block X = (X0, X1, …, Xk − 1) is 

encoded using the index „bm‟ of the best match codeword Ybm in the codebook Y. In the decoding procedure, a 

simple table look-up technique is used to reconstruct the compressed image. 

B. Side Match Vector Quantization 

To SMVQ algorithm was introduced was kim in the year of 1992.  The SMVQ algorithm was developed 

with base of vector quantization. The main aim of SMVQ is achieve a high compression rate. In the SMVQ, the 

image blocks which are in the first row and first column are encoded using regular vector quantization. The 

remaining usage blocks are known as residual blocks. These residual blocks are then encoded using identical 

state codebooks that are produced according to the side match prediction technique. 

SMVQ exploits the encoded upper and left neighbouring blocks of the current block to on-line construct a 

smaller SC in order to reduce the BR. In SMVQ scheme, the first row blocks and the first column blocks are 

encoded by the conventional VQ and the remaining blocks are encoded by SMVQ in a raster scanning order. 

Let X denotes the current block, U be the encoded upper neighboring block of X and L be the encoded left 

neighboring block of X, which is shown in Fig. 1. Let all blocks be the size of k = h × w. SMVQ assumes that 

current block X and its upper neighboring block of U and the current block X and its upper neighboring block of 

Y are highly correlated. 
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Fig.1 Relationship of neighbouring image blocks in SMVQ 

The side vector of current block X in SMVQ technique is defined as B(X) = (U(h−1,0), U(h−1,1), …, U(h−1,w−1), 

L(0,w−1), L(1,w−1), …, L(h−1,w−1)). 

The side vector of codeword Yi in SMVQ technique is defined as B(Yi) = (Yi(0,0), Yi(0,1), …, Yi(0,w−1), 

Yi(0,0),Yi(1,0)·…, Yi(h−1,0)).   

The side-match distortion dsm between current block X and each codeword Yi is defined as follows 

 dsm(X,Yi) = ‖           ‖
2
 = ∑                   

    
      (3) 

In the encoding step, SMVQ on-line sorts the main codebook Y according to the side-match distortion dsm in 

an ascending order and the first Ns smallest-distortion codewords are selected to be used as SC, and then SMVQ 

finds the closest codeword Ybm for current block X from SC instead of main codebook and encodes the current 

block X with the index of the Ybm in SC. Since the size Ns of SC is smaller than the size N of main codebook Y, 

SMVQ can reduce the BR obviously. 

III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

This paper provides a new technique for image codec.  It utilize the effectiveness of CSC to achieve a high 

encoding for a better visual quality. To achieve almost same encoding visual quality as the general vector 

quantization. An OSMVQ(Optimized Side Match Vector Quantization), encodes the complementary  state 

codebook to produce a high encoding visual quality and it selects a better coding technique by analyzing 

encoding visual quality between state codebook and complementary state codebook.  The vectors that are 

decided as poor encoding visual quality by SMVQ, are then encoded by the means of state codebook or 

complementary  state codebook. The results  gives  a better visual quality of the image than SMVQ. The 

relationship of the SC and CSC in a sorted codebook is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 SC and CSC 
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A. Encoding Procedure 

1) For the current block X and each codeword, side match distortion is calculated as follows. 

     dsm(X,Yi)= ∑                        ∑ (                )
    

   

   

   
  (4) 

     Where   

 X->denotes the current block 

   U->upper encoded block 

   L->left encoded block.   

2) According to the side match distortion of the codeword‟s sort the codebook in ascending order. 

3) According to sorted codebook state codebook and complementary state codebook were constructed. 

4) Encode the current block by SMVQ. 

    The proposed technique finds the closest codeword for current block X from state codebook. It assigns closest 

     codeword as CW1. The proposed technique assigns the minimal distortion by SMVQ to be (D1) 

5) Estimate the encoding quality: 

    (1)  The proposed technique decides the encoding quality is high if the value of D1 is less than predefined  

            threshold. Return to step 1 and encode the next image block. 

(2) The proposed technique decides the encoding quality is poor if the value of D2 is high than the predefined  

threshold. So the proposed technique once again finds the closest codeword for the current block X from 

complementary state codebook and assign it as CW2 minimal distortion to be D2. 

 6) Difference Calculation: 

                       Diff=D1-D2       (5)  

         If  the value of Diff is minimum than the pre threshold value, the proposed technique decides the CW1is the 

      closest code word and display it as encoding result . Then return to step 1 and encode the next image block. 

(1) If the value of Diff is maximum than the pre threshold value, the proposed technique decide CW2 is the 

closest codeword and display it encoding result. Then return to step 1 and encode the next image block. 

(2) If the encoding result is CW1, the proposed technique sends the encoded index value in SC. If the 

encoded result is CW2, the proposed technique sends the encoded index value in CSC.  

B. Decoding procedure 

1) By using main codebook the first row & column blocks are decoded. 

2) For the current block X and its corresponding codeword, the side match distortion is calculated. 

3) With respect to side match distortion, sort the codebook in ascending order. 

4) According to sorted main codebook the state Codebook and complementary state codebook were 

created. Repeat the steps 1 to 4 till  the blocks are decoded. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
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The performance of the proposed algorithms are evaluated using the following metrics. 

A. Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) 

PSNR is most commonly used to measure the quality of reconstruction of lossy compression codec. The 

visual quality of the embedded images can also be measured using it. The values for the PSNR in lossy image 

are between 30 and 50 Decibel [dB]. The PSNR is calculated using the formula  

PSNR = 10log10

      

   db                                                                        (6) 

Where MSE is known as Mean Square Error 

            MSE = 
 

     
∑ ∑          ̂

 
   

 
   )

2
                                  (7) 

Where H and W are the width and height of an image. Xij and ˆXij  respectively, denote the original and 

quantised grey levels of the pixel at position (i, j) in an image. 

B. Bit Rate (BR) 

The BR is used to estimate the compression ratio which is defined as follows 

BR = (255 × log2 (N) + N1× log2 (Ns)+ N2× ( log2 (N) + log2 (Ns)))/(H × W)   (8) 

 

In this section, the proposed technique is experimented with seven different natural images. Each test image 

is 512 X 512 pixels and each pixel has 256 grey levels. Our proposed scheme is tested using the main code 

books with the size of 128 , 256, 512, and 1024. 

TABLE 1.COMPARISON OF AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME AMONG THREE METHODS AT CODE BOOK SIZE128 

Schemes Encoding Process(Sec) Decoding Process(Sec) 

SMVQ 14.58 14.25 

MSMVQ 15.54 13.16 

OSMVQ 16.25 13.01 

                  e. Mayfly                           f.Ibis                      g . Mayfly2 

   Fig.3 Sample data of Natural Images 
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Fig.4 Comparison of average execution time among three methods at Code book size128 

Table 1 shows comparison of average execution time among three methods at code book size 128 , that is the 

average execution time for SMVQ, and Modified SMVQ and Our proposed technique in the encoding and 

decoding process. 

TABLE II.COMPARISON OF AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME AMONG THREE METHODS AT CODE BOOK SIZE 256 

Schemes Encoding Process(Sec) Decoding Process(Sec) 

SMVQ 37.23 36.74 

MSMVQ 37.12 36.12 

OSMVQ 40.28 36.01 

 

Fig.5 Comparison of average execution time among three methods at Code book size 256 

The above table shows the average execution time among three methods at code book size 256. 

TABLE III.COMPARISON OF AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME AMONG THREE METHODS AT CODE BOOK SIZE 512 

Schemes Encoding Process(Sec) Decoding Process(Sec) 

SMVQ 126.71 123.92 

MSMVQ 127.52 123.40 

OSMVQ 129.11 122.87 
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Fig.6 Comparison of average execution time among three methods at Code book size 512 

The above table shows the average execution time among three methods at code book size 512. 

Table IV. Comparison of average execution time among three methods at Code book size 1024 

Schemes Encoding Process(Sec) Decoding Process(Sec) 

SMVQ 440.61 435.92 

MSMVQ 443.32 435.78 

OSMVQ 449.23 421.15 

 

Fig.7 Comparison of average execution time among three methods at Code book size 1024 

The above table shows average execution time among three methods at code book size 1024. 
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TABLE V. PSNR VALUES OF IMAGE COMPRESSION  FOR 7 DIFFERENT 512X512 IMAGES 

Test images SMVQ MSMVQ OSMVQ 

Strawberry 31.12 31.86 31.96 

Butterfly 31.89 32.41 32.69 

Sunflower 32.04 32.91 33.02 

Airplane 31.64 31.88 32.06 

Mayfly 30.86 31.68 31.94 

Ibis 30.45 30.96 31.25 

Mayfly 2 31.84 31.97 32.09 

In table 5 shows Comparison of PSNR values for seven different 512 X 512 images , It is shown the PSNR 

values in existing techniques are lower than our proposed technique. For example the first test image, In SMVQ  

PSNR value is 31.12, MSMVQ is 31.86 , Our proposed optimized SMVQ have the PSNR value is 31.96.so 

existing technique PSNR values are lower than proposed optimized SMVQ. 

      

Fig.8 PSNR values of image compression  for 7 different 512x512 images 

TABLE VI. BR VALUES OF IMAGE COMPRESSION  FOR 7 DIFFERENT 512X512 IMAGES 

Test images SMVQ MSMVQ OSMVQ 

Strawberry 0.521 0.440 0.345 

Butterfly 0.496 0.426 0.320 

Sunflower 0.624 0.516 0.426 

Airplane 0.523 0.408 0.215 

Mayfly 0.432 0.309 0.203 

Ibis 0.503 0.412 0.298 

Mayfly 2 0.601 0.503 0.390 

In table 6 shows Comparison of Bit Rate values for seven different 512 X 512 images , It is shown the Bit 

Rate values of our proposed technique is lower than existing techniques. For example the first test image, In 

SMVQ Bit rate value is 0.521, MSMVQ is 0.440, Our proposed optimized SMVQ have the Bit rate value is 

0.345 .so our proposed technique Bit rate value is lower than existing techniques. 
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Fig.9 BR values of image compression for 7 different 512x512 images 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose an OSMVQ technique for image codec. This technique, encodes the complementary 

state code book to produce the high encoding visual quality. The experimental results demonstrate that our 

OSMVQ has a lower average bit rate and a higher visual quality compared with other related techniques. It is 

observed that using the proposed OSMVQ, the execution time for encoding and decoding process is less than 

the other existing techniques. 
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